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Abstract
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The shielded computation of hardware-based trusted execution environments such as Intel Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) can provide secure cloud computing on remote systems under untrusted privileged system software. However,
hardware overheads for securing protected memory restrict
its capacity to a modest size of several tens of megabytes, and
more demands for protected memory beyond the limit cause
costly demand paging. Although one of the widely used applications benefiting from the enhanced security of SGX, is
the in-memory key-value store, its memory requirements are
far larger than the protected memory limit. Furthermore, the
main data structures commonly use fine-grained data items
such as pointers and keys, which do not match well with
the coarse-grained paging of the SGX memory extension
technique. To overcome the memory restriction, this paper
proposes a new in-memory key-value store designed for SGX
with application-specific data security management. The proposed key-value store, called ShieldStore, maintains the
main data structures in unprotected memory with each keyvalue pair individually encrypted and integrity-protected by
its secure component running inside an enclave. Based on
the enclave protection by SGX, ShieldStore provides secure
data operations much more efficiently than the baseline SGX
key-value store, achieving 8–11 times higher throughput
with 1 thread, and 24–30 times higher throughput with 4
threads.
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1

Introduction

The recent advent of hardware-based trusted execution environments such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)
provides the isolated execution even from an untrusted operating system and hardware-based attacks [22, 32]. As the
processor provides such shielded execution environments,
SGX allows cloud users to run their applications securely on
the remote cloud servers whose operating systems and hardware are exposed to potentially malicious remote attackers
and staff.
Among numerous important cloud applications, one of
the most widely used is the key-value store. Key-value stores
such as memcached [3] and Redis [1], provide value storage
indexed by keys. These simple data storage systems are popular for a variety of online service applications. Common
key-value stores maintain data in main memory for fast access, and can also support durability by writing to persistent
storage. Hardware shielded execution environments can potentially allow such an in-memory store to be protected from
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Figure 1. Overview of ShieldStore
along with the eviction of another victim page. Such demand
paging causes a significant performance penalty [5, 15].
The EPC capacity limitation and coarse-grained paging
can severely restrict the performance of secure key-value
stores. A naive adaptation of current key-value stores to SGX
can place the main data structure in enclave memory, without
considering the implication of the EPC limit. However, with
10s to 100s of gigabytes of memory, most key-value data will
not fit in EPC. Therefore, a majority of data accesses require
costly demand paging to EPC.
To overcome the limit of SGX, this paper proposes a new
secure key-value store design for shielded execution environments. Instead of relying on the page-oriented enclave
memory extension provided by SGX, the proposed key-value
store, called ShieldStore, provides fine-grained applicationspecific data protection, which maintains the majority of
data structures in the non-enclave memory region. ShieldStore encrypts each key-value pair inside the enclave, and
only the encrypted and integrity-protected data are placed
in the non-enclave memory.
Fine-grained application-specific security management
provides several benefits. First, it can minimize the unnecessary memory encryption overhead of demand paging. By
understanding the data semantics, fine-grained data such as
pointers in linked lists are not protected, as long as the security of key and value is provided. In addition, the encryption
granularity always matches the size of a data item, reducing the cost of retrieving scattered small data items. Second,
user space data management eliminates the costly EPC page
faults which require enclave exits for demand paging. Without any enclave exit for memory extension, it improves the
execution performance significantly. Finally, the semanticaware co-optimization of index structures for fast access and
protection of keys and values leads to an efficient key-value
store running on an enclave.
This study is one of the first to apply SGX shielded execution to key-value stores, which effectively supports a large
data capacity exceeding the EPC limit. Figure 1 shows the
interaction of a remote cloud client and secure ShieldStore
server running on SGX. Trusted computing base (TCB) in
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the cloud server is reduced to the enclave protected by the
processor hardware.
We designed and implemented ShieldStore on a real
system running Intel Processor i7-7700 supporting SGX. Our
experimental results show that the proposed ShieldStore
can improve throughput by 8–11 times with 1 thread, and
24–30 times with 4 threads, compared to a naive key-value
store implementation with SGX. Its multi-threading design
can provide scalable performance improvement compared to
the single-threaded one, while the baseline key-value store
on SGX does not scale beyond two cores.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the memory limitation of Intel SGX, and Section 3
presents the baseline key-value design. Section 4 presents
the overall design of ShieldStore with fine-grained data
protection, and Section 5 proposes optimizations. Section 6
presents the experimental results, and Section 7 discusses
the current limitations of ShieldStore. Section 8 discusses
the related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Background
Memory Limitation in SGX

Intel SGX provides hardware-based isolated execution environments protected from malicious operating systems and
physical attacks. Applications can create their own isolated
execution environments called enclaves, and each enclave
is backed by encrypted and integrity-protected memory,
known as EPC. Enclave pages can be accessed only by instructions executing in the corresponding enclave. The data
in EPC are in plaintext only in on-chip caches, and they
are encrypted and integrity-protected when they are in the
external memory. The memory pages in the enclave are accessible only from the owner enclave as the virtual-to-physical
mapping is protected by the hardware address translation
logic [15].
Memory access to EPC from the owner enclave is efficiently processed by hardware en/decryption logics at cacheline granularity. When a cacheline is brought from EPC to the
processor, the cacheline is decrypted. In addition, the hardware logic calculates the keyed hash value of the cacheline,
and verifies it against the stored hash value of the address.
The integrity hash values are organized as a variant of Merkle
Trees to allow sub-trees to be evicted from the on-chip storage securely [18, 19, 43]. However, in the current SGX, EPC
size is limited to relatively small 128MB, considering the
large main memory capacities of server systems. Due to the
space and time overhead of storing and processing security meta-data at fine-grained cacheline granularity for EPC,
the EPC capacity is unlikely to increase significantly. For
example, creating a huge Merkle tree for tens or hundreds
of gigabytes of main memory at cacheline granularity will
increase the integrity verification latency intolerably [44].

Latency per Operation (ns)
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Figure 2. Memory access latencies w/ and w/o SGX
To mitigate the limitation, Linux support for SGX allows
demand paging for EPC, extending secure memory pages for
an enclave. If the memory pages used in an enclave exceeds
the EPC limit, pages are evicted from the EPC region, and
stored in an untrusted region. Although the evicted pages
are still protected by encryption and integrity verification,
the next access to an address in the evicted page will require
fetching the page back to EPC by page swap, causing significant extra latencies. Furthermore, Microsoft Windows
is yet to support such demand paging, limiting the enclave
memory only to the EPC size. This limitation will affect the
performance and feasibility of secure key-value stores on an
enclave.
To quantify the performance degradation for accessing enclave memory pages when the enclave memory size exceeds
the EPC limit, we evaluate memory access latencies with
increasing working set sizes. Figure 2 presents the average
memory read and write latencies for the enclave memory,
with increasing the working set stored in the enclave. The
microbenchmark issues a random memory read or write
operation for each 4K page within the specified working
set. For the measurement, the working set is much larger
than the on-chip caches, and thus most of the accesses cause
cache misses, getting the data from the memory.
The figure shows three curves for each of read and
write operations. NoSGX presents the latencies with SGX
disabled. SGX_Enclave presents the latencies when the entire data resides in the enclave. If the data size exceeds the
EPC size, accesses require demand paging. The third curve,
SGX_Unprotected, shows the latencies for accessing data in
the unprotected memory region from an enclave. The access
instructions are running inside the enclave, but those operations access the unprotected memory pages. The data in the
unprotected region are not encrypted by SGX. As shown in
Figure 2, if the working set size is less than 64MB, the read
latencies of the enclave memory (SGX_Enclave) increase by
5.7 times compared to the execution without SGX. Note that
the effective EPC is smaller than the 128MB reserved region

(in practice around 90MB) due to security meta-data [19].
Moreover, if the working set size is greater than 64MB, the
latency increases significantly, due to the paging overheads.
With 4096MB working set, the latency of reading the enclave
memory is increased by 578 times and write latency is increased by 685 times. These latency gaps are widening as
the workload size gets bigger. On the other hand, reading
or writing unprotected data from an enclave shows similar
latencies to NoSGX.
2.2

Cost of Crossing Enclave Boundary

In addition to the memory limitation, since an enclave cannot issue a system call, any system services require exiting
the enclave. The cost of crossing the enclave boundary is expensive. Recent studies show that the overhead is about 8000
cycles [35, 47]. Entering and exiting an enclave needs hardware operations such as flushing TLB entries [5]. Prior studies reduce the frequencies of enclave exits for system calls by
running threads in untrusted execution for the interaction
with the operating system [35, 47]. The untrusted threads
for system calls communicate with the enclave thread by
sharing memory. Furthermore, EPC fault handling due to
the EPC limit also requires exiting the enclave, exacerbating
the cost of paging. Eleos reduces the enclave exit events for
EPC page faults, by supporting user space paging [35]. A
recent update of Intel SGX SDK supports switchless calls for
efficient processing of cross-enclave function calls [26, 45].
In this study, we employ HotCalls to reduce the overhead of
crossing the enclave boundary for network evaluation (see
Section 6.4), although Intel SGX SDK can provide a similar
busy-wait switchless mechanism.

3
3.1

Baseline Key-value Store
Key-value Store on SGX

An in-memory key-value store stores key-value pairs in main
memory, supporting durability through a logging mechanism
to persistent storage. The most primitive operations for a keyvalue store are set <key, value>, and get <key>, which
store and read a key-value pair respectively. In this paper, we
employ a hash-based index structure. To resolve collisions in
the hash-based index, we use chaining to create a linked list
of key-value pairs for the same hash value. The hash-based
index provides a simple and fast index structure, with small
overheads for maintaining the index. However, a ranged
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Figure 3. Baseline performance w/ and w/o SGX

search for a set of matching keys would be difficult. On the
other hand, tree-based indices can provide ranged retrievals,
although maintaining and searching the tree indices require
higher complexities and overheads.
To validate the maturity of our baseline key-value store design, we evaluate the performance of our baseline key-value
store and popular memcached [3]. We run the experiments
with the networked setting as described in Section 6.1. Table 1 shows the performance of memcached and our baseline
with 512B value size. As shown in the table, the performance
of our baseline is similar to memcached with the default configuration of memcached for 1 and 4 threads.
To evaluate the performance impact of the memory extension overheads of SGX on key-value stores, we implemented
a naive hash-based key-value store which stores the entire
hash table in the enclave memory. The main hash table is
stored in the enclave memory, far larger than the EPC limitation. As the EPC region can cover only a small portion
of the total database size, a data access can cause page eviction and demand paging between an EPC page and non-EPC
page. More details of experimental setup are explained in
Section 6.1.
Figure 3 presents the performance of the key-value store
with increasing database capacity. For comparison, it also
shows the performance of the same key-value store without SGX. As shown in the figure, when the database size is
smaller than 64MB, the performance is close to the insecure
key-value store. Although the performance of the secure
version is degraded by 60% compared to the insecure one,
their difference is still relatively small. However, as the database working set increases to 96MB, the overall throughput
decreases significantly. When the size is 4GB, it is 134 times
slower than insecure runs. As shown in the result, a naive
adoption of key-value store to SGX performs very poorly,
due to limited enclave memory. To resolve the limitation
of SGX, this paper proposes a fine-grained SGX-based data
protection for securing the key-value store.

Server-side Computation for Key-value

This paper proposes a secure key-value store which protects
the user data by server-side encryption with SGX. An alternative secure database is client-side encryption. For such a
case, the remote key-value store just passively stores the encrypted key-value pair sent by the client. However, the serverside encryption model we investigate can provide richer semantics beyond simple set and get operations, supporting
operations on the stored data. For example, increment or
append are commonly used operations, which modify the
value for a given key based on the prior value. Second, the
client-side model allows only one fixed client to use the data.
To allow multiple clients to decrypt the data, multiple clients
need to be coordinated to exchange required keys and other
security meta-data for integrity verification. In addition, the
client-side model requires that data integrity for a huge data
set is verified by the client, which must be able to validate
the message authentication codes (MAC)s of the keys and
values to avoid any types of replay attacks.
In the server-side encryption model we use, the client
and server interact with the following steps. First, the client
remote-attests the storage server system, verifying the SGX
support of the processor, the code, and other critical memory
state of an enclave. Second, the client and storage server
running in the enclave generate session keys and exchange
them. Intel SGX libraries provide essential implementations
to establish this initial secure connection between the client
and server in the enclave. Third, the client sends operations
through the secure channel using the exchanged session key.
The server deciphers and verifies the request, and accesses its
key-value store. Clients do not directly access the ciphertexts
on the server side, and they do not need to know secret keys
the server uses. The server in the enclave will decrypt the
retrieved data, encrypt them again with the session key used
for the client, and send the response to the client.
3.3

Threat Model

The TCB of ShieldStore is the processor chip and the
ShieldStore code running in an enclave, and thus it is resilient to malicious privileged attacks and certain physical
attacks. With the reduced TCB, ShieldStore does not rely
on the security of operating system managed by the cloud
provider. Furthermore, it is also resilient to direct conventional physical attacks such as cold boot attacks, which attempt to retain the DRAM data by freezing the memory
chip [20], or bus probing which reads the exposed memory channel between the processor and memory chips [36].
ShieldStore can protect cloud user data from such compromised operating systems and physical attacks by malicious staff. However, the weakness of the current SGX is the
lack of protection for side-channel attacks [13, 24, 40]. In
particular, several studies have demonstrated that SGX has
vulnerabilities such as Foreshadow [10]. We will discuss the
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Figure 4. The overall data organization of ShieldStore
vulnerabilities of SGX that affect ShieldStore in Section 7.
SGX does not provide direct protection for such side channels, and separate software or hardware techniques have
been proposed to provide protection [13, 23, 34, 39–41, 49].
In addition, ShieldStore does not consider availability attacks. We assume that communication between clients and
ShieldStore is protected through encryption.

4
4.1

Design
Overall Architecture

ShieldStore uses a hashed index structure with chaining.
Unlike the naive key-value store with SGX discussed in Section 3.1, the main hash table storing key and data pairs is
placed in the unprotected memory region. When an access
to a key occurs, the corresponding key-value pair is searched
from the unprotected memory region. As the main data structure is not protected by the SGX hardware, each data entry
must be encrypted by ShieldStore in an enclave, and written to the main hash table for set operations. For a get
operation, the encrypted data entry is retrieved from the
main hash table in the unprotected memory region. The data
entry is decrypted and its integrity is verified by comparing
MAC.
Instead of relying on the paging to EPC, our design provides fine-grained key-value protection supported by code
running in the enclave. Figure 4 presents the overall data
structure of ShieldStore. Only main secret keys and integrity meta-data are stored in the EPC region. The main
hash table data are stored in the unprotected memory region.
4.2

Fine-grained Key-value Encryption

To encrypt each key-value pair, ShieldStore uses an AESCTR counter mode encryption with a per-key counter incremented for each encryption cycle. Figure 5 shows the
data structure for a single data entry. The entry is composed
of key-index, encrypted key-value, IV/counter, MAC, and
key/value sizes. To hide both key and value for each entry,
the key and value fields are encrypted. Although the key
and value in the data entries are encrypted and not revealed

directly, it is possible that the attacker can extract the distributions of keys per hash-bucket by investigating chained
data entries with linked lists. By using a keyed-hash function
for the hash index, the information leaks are minimized from
the hashed key distribution.
Key and value encryption: If a new key is inserted, a data
entry is allocated outside of EPC, but the enclave code fills
the data entry with an encrypted value. The key and value
are concatenated and encrypted by the counter mode encryption with the 128-bit global secret key and a per-key IV
and counter. The critical performance problem of encrypting
keys is that a search operation requires decrypting all the entries in the bucket to find the requested key. To achieve better
performance, this paper proposes an optimization which attaches a 1B key-index as a hint to the data entry. The details
are covered in Section 5.4.
IV/counter management: For the counter-mode encryption and CMAC hash computation, sgx_aes_ctr_encrypt and
sgx _rijndael128_cmac in the Intel SGX SDK are used [24].
Since IV and counter are managed in a combined manner
in the sgx_aes_ctr_encrypt function, we also store IV and
counter as a combined field. Once the data entry is updated,
IV/counter stored in the data entry is incremented. The
IV/counter value is set to a randomly generated value by
sgx_read_rand when a new entry is created, and stored in
the data entry in plaintext.
MAC Hashing: The last field in the data item is a keyed
hash value for integrity (MAC). ShieldStore attaches a 128bit hash value created from encrypted key/value, key/value
sizes, key-index, and IV/counter, to the data entry. This field
is used to verify the integrity of the data entry for potential
unauthorized modifications in unprotected memory pages.
Operations: For a get operation, the baseline ShieldStore
fetches and decrypts all the entries which are in the same
hash table bucket. By comparing a requested key and each
decrypted key, the presence and position of the key are identified. Note that reading unprotected memory from an enclave is as fast as no-SGX reads. For a set operation, the
corresponding data entry is searched in the same way as
a get operation. If the same key exists, the key value field
is updated with an encrypted new key and value. During
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the update, the IV/counter value of the key is incremented.
Otherwise, the new entry is created and inserted to the head
of the bucket. All of these calculations are done inside the
enclave, and the updated data entry is written to the unprotected region.
4.3

Integrity Verification

To ensure the integrity of data, our integrity protection mechanism is derived from the Merkle tree design, supporting
resiliency to replay attacks [18, 43]. However, applying the
Merkle tree structure directly to all key-value pairs can be
complicated and hard to manage, since the number of keyvalue pairs changes quickly. Furthermore, the height of the
Merkle tree can be increased excessively for a large number
of the key-value pairs.
To flatten the Merkle tree structure, instead of maintaining
a single full Merkle tree, our design creates many in-enclave
hashes, and the in-enclave MAC hashes always stay in the
enclave memory region. This can be safely evicted by the
paging mechanism of SGX. However, note that even if the
pages containing in-enclave MAC hashes are evicted by SGX,
their confidentiality and integrity are protected by SGX, although it can incur performance degradation. Each MAC
hash value covers one or more buckets (bucket set), depending on the current numbers of MAC hashes and buckets.
When the number of buckets is less than 1 million, the number of MAC hashes is equal to the number of buckets, and
each MAC hash covers only one bucket. Each MAC hash
maintains the keyed hash value of the combined MACs in
the corresponding bucket set.
For a get operation, the MACs of all the key-value pairs in
the bucket set covered by the MAC hash are read, and a hash
value for the bucket set is computed. The computed hash
value is compared to the correct MAC hash in the enclave.
A set operation also requires reading the MACs of the other
key-value pairs in the same bucket set to update the hash
value. Although the bucket-based flattened hashes requires
accessing all the entries in the same bucket set, it mitigates
the overheads of an excessively tall Merkle tree.
The MAC hashes consume the majority of EPC memory
used by ShieldStore, as most of the other major data structures are stored in unprotected memory. Therefore, deciding
the number of MAC hashes and buckets is important to
maximize the performance. If the number of buckets is small
compared to the number of keys, the average length of chains
is increased. However, as the number of buckets increases,
the bucket set size covered by one hash value gets larger,
increasing the overhead of MAC verification. The trade-offs
will be presented in Section 6.2.
4.4

Persistency Support

For persistency, ShieldStore employs the current Intel SGX
sealing mechanism [4, 25]. It uses a set of monotonic counters stored in non-volatile memory for resiliency against
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Algorithm 1 Optimized persistency support
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure Persistent
stop process of incoming requests
seal meta-data on EPC
fork the key-value store process
if isParent? then
write the sealed meta-data to storage
store incoming requests in a temporary table
else
write encrypted key-value entries to storage
if isChildDone? then
update the main table with the temporary table

unexpected power failures. ShieldStore provides a snapshot mechanism similar to the one supported by Redis [1].
The snapshot mechanism of Redis forks the key-value store
process to exploit the copy-on-write property between child
and parent processes. The parent process handles incoming requests continuously while the child process stores
the key-value entries on a file. The persistency support of
ShieldStore is initiated every 60 seconds, which is equal
to the default configuration of the snapshot mechanism in
Redis.
An advantage for ShieldStore snapshots is that the
majority of the key-value data are already encrypted and
integrity-protected in unprotected memory. Thanks to the
design, the key-value data do not need to be re-encrypted to
write a snapshot. During the snapshot process, the encrypted
key-value entries in unprotected memory are directly written to storage. Only a small amount of security meta-data
inside the enclave must be encrypted and sealed to storage.
When a periodic snapshot is initiated, ShieldStore seals
secure meta-data in the enclave and forks a child process. The
parent process stores the sealed meta-data on non-volatile
storage as a file and waits for the child process which stores
the encrypted key-value entries. In this way, consistency between sealed meta-data and key-value entries is maintained.
To parallelize processing requests and storing key-value
entries, ShieldStore maintains another temporary table to
keep incoming key-value entries, while the child process
stores the original hash table. The temporary table is also
stored in unprotected memory and the meta-data are updated
concurrently with the temporary hash table. After the child
process is done, the original hash table is updated with the
temporary hash table. Algorithm 1 presents the design of
the optimized snapshot mechanism.
ShieldStore uses the monotonic counter support from
SGX to prevent rollback attacks. Alternatively, ROTE and
LCM [8, 31] proposed an efficient protection mechanism
against rollback attacks to address the vulnerability and inefficiency of the current sealing mechanism of Intel SGX.
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Optimizations
Extra Heap Allocator

ShieldStore constructs a key-value store in untrusted memory, and data entries are allocated by a heap allocator in the
untrusted region. However, in the current SGX SDK, there
are two heap allocators: one running inside an enclave allocates memory only in the enclave memory region, and
the conventional one running outside an enclave allocates
untrusted memory. However, each call to the outside heap
allocator requires a costly exit from the enclave. To reduce
the heap allocator overhead, we add a custom memory allocator which runs inside the enclave, but allocates unprotected
memory. The customized allocator attempts to use free memory blocks from its own free memory pool. However, if the
allocator runs out of free memory, it calls out of the enclave
(OCALL) to execute a system call for mmap or sbrk obtaining
a chunk of memory in the unprotected region. We modified
a Intel SGX SDK tcmalloc library to create the custom allocator, and integrated it with the trusted ShieldStore code
statically.
Figure 6 depicts the performance of ShieldStore with the
RD50_Z workload of a small data set. This figure shows the
number of OCALL operations and the throughput of ShieldStore with increasing granularity of memory allocation for
each sbrk call. With the heap allocator, the occurrence of
OCALL is drastically reduced as the chunk size of each sbrk
is increased. In the rest of paper, we use the 16MB chunk
size, which reduces the OCALL rates significantly with a small
internal fragmentation. Although we use a fixed chunk size,
the size of allocation can be tuned for various memory allocation behaviors of different scenarios, as ShieldStore can
flexibly control the size of allocation.
5.2

MAC Bucketing

To check the integrity of data entries, ShieldStore collects
all the MACs of the data entries in the bucket set for the
corresponding MAC hash, recomputes the MAC hash value
from the collected MACs, and compares it with the MAC
hash stored in the enclave. Even if a requested key is found

Tree
Nodes

Request(KEY)

Data Entry
H(KEY)

Tree
Nodes
Data Entry
Partition 2 (Thread 2)

Partition(KEY) = H(KEY) / Total Threads

Figure 8. Multi-threading by hash key partitioning
early in the chain of data entries, the rest of data entries
in the same bucket must be accessed to retrieve the MAC
values.
To reduce the overhead of the MAC accesses through
pointer chasing, each hash chain has its own MAC bucket. A
MAC bucket contains only the MAC fields of data entries of
the hash bucket. In our design, the MAC bucket contains 30
MACs, and if the length of chain exceeds the MAC bucket
size, the MAC bucket itself must be chained through another
MAC bucket. Figure 7 presents the data structure for MAC
bucketing. Since MAC bucket exists for each hash bucket,
reading all the MACs of data entries takes much less time
by avoiding pointer traversal of data entries.
5.3

Multi-threading

As a performance optimization for the proposed key-value
store, we adopt multi-threading. To exploit the parallelism
without the overhead of frequent synchronization across
multiple threads, we assign each thread to an exclusive partition of hash keys. To avoid synchronization, for a given
key request, the serving thread is determined by the hash
key, and thus multiple threads never update the same buckets. As each thread covers a disjoint part of the hash table,
synchronization across threads for the table update is not
necessary. Figure 8 illustrates task partitioning based on the
hash key to avoid thread synchronization.
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Figure 9. Average number of decryptions to find the matching entry w/ and w/o key hint on 1M and 8M buckets

One restriction of current SGX is that dynamic changes in
the number of enclave threads are not supported. Therefore,
ShieldStore does not provide dynamic threading which can
increase or decrease the number of threads during runtime,
although a prior study discussed a dynamic thread allocation support with SGX [42]. We leave supporting dynamic
parallelism adjustment for future work.
5.4

Searching Encrypted Key

With the encryption for hiding a key field, the cost of searching an entry increases when the length of a hash chain increases, since a naive search requires decrypting all the entries in the same hash bucket. Note that each data entry has
a different IV/counter, and thus it is not possible to know
the encrypted value of a requested key before accessing the
data entry. To reduce the cost of searching encrypted keys,
ShieldStore uses a small 1 byte key hint in the data entry.
The key hint is a hash of the plaintext key stored in each data
entry. The hint is used to find candidates in the hash bucket
for the requested key. The key hint trades the leakage of 1
byte of hashed key information in return for substantially
better search performance.
Although using the key hint does not find the exact requested data entry, it can reduce the candidates for decryption. Figure 9 shows the number of decryptions to find the
matching data entry w/ and w/o key hints for 1 and 8 million
buckets, from the experiment with the small size data set
described in Section 6.1. As shown in the figure, the number of decrypt operations is significantly decreased with a
1B key hint. With the small overhead of untrusted memory
usage, the key hint can improve the performance of secure
key-value store. For 8 million buckets, the reduction is decreased, as the chain length is reduced significantly with less
collision, and the unnecessary decryptions are also reduced.
A potential problem with the key hint optimization is that
an attacker can disrupt ShieldStore operations, although
it does not infringe the confidentiality of data. When an
attacker modifies key hints maliciously, ShieldStore may
not be able to find matched entries. Such attacks can disrupt
the data availability of ShieldStore operations. A remedy

Table 2. Workload configurations
Data Set Key Size(B) Value Size(B)
Small
16
16
Medium
16
128
Large
16
512

Table 3. Data size configurations
for such a key hint attack is to employ a two-step search.
The key hints are used only for the first step search. If the
first step search does not find potentially matched entries by
the key hints, a full search by decrypting all the keys chained
in the same bucket is conducted. In normal runs without the
attacks, for get operations or set operations to existing keys,
the first step search will find a matched entry, although a
new key insertion will conduct both steps.

6

Results

6.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate ShieldStore on Intel i7-7700 processors with
4 physical cores (8 logical threads). Due to the current lack
of SGX support in server-class multi-socket systems, this
paper can provide only modest 4-core evaluations. The processor has 32KB instruction and data caches, 256KB L2 cache,
and 8MB shared L3 cache. It has two memory channels with
four 16GB DIMM modules. The machine uses Ubuntu 16.04.5
LTS 64bit with linux kernel 4.13.0-36. We run the SGX driver, SDK, and platform software version 1.8 [24]. The Intel
microcode and operating system update for mitigating Foreshadow/L1TF bugs was not applied in the evaluation [10].
In our first experiment, to focus on the performance of
key-value structures with SGX, the requests are generated by
the storage server without network components (standalone
evaluation). This standalone setup enables a focused investigation of the CPU-memory performance impact of enclave
execution with the proposed fine-grained data encryption. In
Section 6.4, we evaluate the networked client-server scenario
with a separate client machine connected through networks
via a 10Gb NIC. The client machine simulates 256 concurrent
users that generate requests for the key-value store.
Workloads: The workload scenarios used in this experiment are based on the two workload patterns used in a prior
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study [30]. The uniform workload generates keys with a
uniform distribution, and the skewed workload generates
keys with a zipf distribution of skewness 0.99, as used in
YCSB [14]. To investigate the difference between set and
get operations, we evaluate three configurations, 50:50 between get and set operations, 95:5 as get-intensive scenario,
and 100:0 as get-only scenario. Table 2 summarizes the workload configurations for our experiments. The last two configurations (RD95_L and RMW50_Z) exhibit tight locality. We
also evaluate three different data sizes, small, medium and
large as described in Table 3. The small data set uses 16B
key and 16B values, the medium data set uses 16B key and
128B values, and the large data set uses 16B key and 512B
values. We initially set 10 million key-value pairs for each
data set in the key-value store and evaluate the performance
of workloads. The working set sizes of small, medium, and
large data sets, are 320MB, 1.3GB, and 5.2GB respectively. All
of the working sets in our experiments exceed the limitation
of EPC size (128MB).
The baseline (Baseline) puts the entire hash table in enclave memory as discussed in Section 3.1. In addition to
the baseline, to compare ShieldStore with a common keyvalue store, we also evaluate memcached with GrapheneSGX
(Memcached+graphene) which allows an unmodified application to run in an enclave [11]. ShieldBase is the proposed key-value store without optimizations except for multithreading from Section 5. ShieldOpt denotes the final version with all of the optimizations.
Standalone Evaluation

To isolate the effect of ShieldStore design from other factors, this section evaluates ShieldStore with the standalone
setup where requests are generated within the same system.
Overall Performance: Figure 10 shows the average
throughputs with three data sizes normalized to those of the
baseline. The throughputs with 1 or 4 threads are normalized
to those of the baseline with 1 or 4 threads respectively.
As shown in Figure 10, ShieldBase improves throughput
from the baseline by 7–10 times with 1 thread configuration.
As the number of threads increases to 4, the performance of
ShieldBase is 21–26 times higher than the baseline, due to
the scalability limitation of the baseline design. With several
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Figure 12. Performance of ShieldStore with append operation (RD:Read/AP:Append)
optimizations, ShieldOpt can further increase throughput
over the baseline by 8–11 times and 24–30 times with 1 thread
and 4 threads respectively. It provides an order of magnitude
performance improvement through the design which considers the memory limitation of SGX. Memcached+graphene
shows mixed performance results compared to Baseline,
with a range of performance change over the baseline by
−1 ∼ 34% and −12 ∼ 20% with 1 thread and 4 threads respectively. As our baseline uses a naive memory allocator instead
of the customized slab memory allocator of memcached,
Memcached+graphene provides a better memory allocation
performance over Baseline.
Figure 11 presents the throughput for each workload with
the large data set. In RD50_U and RD50_Z with 50% sets, the
throughput of ShieldBase achieves about 7.3 times improvements from the baseline. As the ratio of get operations increases in RD95 and RD100, the performance improvements
by ShieldStore further increase by 11 times over the baseline.
Append Operations: One of the benefits of server-side encryption is to support data updates based on the prior value,
such as increment or append. As an example of such updates, we also evaluate our key-value store with append operations. Figure 12 presents the throughput with append operations. The two workload mix scenarios are used, one with
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Baseline and ShieldOpt from 1 to 4 threads
95% reads and 5% appends, and the other with 50% reads and
50% appends. The same zipfian and uniform distributions are
used for the evaluation. As shown in the figure, ShieldStore
can improve throughput from the baseline for the append
scenarios by 1.7–16 times. The performance improvements
are lower in the zipfian distribution. In such skewed access
cases, repeated append operations significantly increase the
size of a small subset of data, and thus the decryption and encryption costs for the large frequently updated and accessed
data dominate the performance, reducing the gap between
the baseline and ShieldStore.
Multi-core Scalability: The next aspect of ShieldStore
performance is its scalability with more physical cores. With
hash key-based partitioning, ShieldStore mostly eliminates synchronization across threads. Figure 13 presents the
throughput scalability for Memcached+graphene, Baseline,
and ShieldStore. The Memcached+graphene and Baseline
results show the scalability problem of the naive adoption of
SGX for a key-value store. With frequent page faults, even

if the number of threads increases, demand paging causes
significant serialization of thread execution. Even if the number of threads increases from 2 to 4, no further throughput
is gained. Especially, Memcached+graphene performance degrades with 4 threads compared to the performance with
2 threads since the background maintainer thread of memcached continually adjusts the hash table while holding locks.
Unlike the Memcached+graphene and Baseline results,
ShieldStore provides scalable performance with increasing
numbers of threads. As long as physical cores are available,
the throughput is improved linearly from about 330 Kop/s
with 1 thread to 1250 Kop/s with 4 threads. One of the critical issues for the thread implementation is the selection of
memory allocator. We use tcmalloc instead of the default
malloc in libc as dynamic memory allocation is frequently
used for SGX-supporting libraries [24].
Effect of Optimizations: Figure 14 presents the effect of
various optimization techniques with large data set size. It
shows the operation throughputs with two bucket sizes (1M
and 8M) and two key counts (10M and 40M entries). The
four different configurations show different average chain
lengths per bucket of 1.25, 5, 10, and 40. The figure shows the
base ShieldStore throughput without any optimizations
(ShieldBase), ShieldStore only with key-index (+KeyOPT),
cumulatively, with heap allocation (+HeapAlloc), and the
final ShieldStore with MAC bucketing (+MACBucket).
When the average chain length is small (1.25 with 8M
buckets + 10M entries), the overall improvements by the
optimizations is low. However, even in such cases, frequent
set operations in RD50 benefit from the custom heap allocator. As the average chain length increases, the optimizations
such as the key-index and MAC bucketing further improve
performance. These optimizations will make the design more
resilient under potential increases of collision.
Trade-offs in MAC hashes: As discussed in Section 4.3,
the number of MAC hashes and buckets can have trade-offs.
Figure 15 presents the throughput changes by four different
numbers of MAC hashes. In the experiment, the number
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Comparison to Eleos

To improve the efficiency of memory extension for SGX,
Eleos [35] proposed user space memory paging and exit-less
RPC mechanisms inside an enclave to alleviate the limitation.
Eleos can reduce the enclave exit events with the user space
memory paging. It provides a generalized memory extension
library to applications, although it requires certain modifications of memory related code in the applications. However,
Eleos is still based on coarse-grained page encryption and
integrity protection. This section compares our scheme with
the baseline key-value store ported to Eleos.
Figure 16 presents the throughput comparison between
ShieldStore and the baseline with Eleos. The data set size
is fixed to 500MB, but the value sizes are varied from 16B
to 4KB. We run 100% get operations in key-value store for
testing Eleos. The figure shows that with the small 500MB
data set, Eleos can perform efficiently for 1KB and 4KB values. Eleos uses 4KB as the default granularity, but it also
supports 1KB sub-pages. However, when the value sizes decrease to 512B and 16B, the coarse-grained management of
Eleos becomes ineffective. In those two fine-grained value
sizes, ShieldStore performs 7 and 40 times better than Eleos.
Figure 17 presents the throughput comparison with various data set sizes from 32MB to 8GB. The experiments use
4KB value size, which is the best case scenario for Eleos. In
ShieldStore, we employ a simple cache design to use the remaining memory of EPC efficiently at small working set sizes.
The performance of ShieldStore with the cache shows that
ShieldStore can leverage the enclave memory as much as
possible, almost matching the performance of Eleos with
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Figure 17. Performance comparison with Eleos on various
working-set sizes (4KB value size)
up to 512MB size, where Eleos outperforms ShieldStore
without the cache. ShieldStore without the cache provides
consistent throughput even if the data set size is increased
to 8GB in the result. However, even with the 4KB data size,
Eleos does not support the data set larger than 2GB. Eleos
uses the memsys5 slab memory allocator from SQLite [2]
and pre-allocates a memory pool for using a backing store.
Since the memory allocator can manage up to 2GB per pool,
it needs several pools to increase the size of backing store
over the 2GB, further increasing the overheads. The Eleos
paper also reports memory sizes up to 1.5GB, and our results are consistent with that. In addition, as the data size
increases from 200MB to 1GB, the performance decreases
significantly for Eleos.
6.4

Networked Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of ShieldStore with
two machines for client and server processes. In the networked evaluation, a new extra overhead is added to ShieldStore: the cost of receiving requests and sending responses
through the socket interfaces. In the front-end design of the
secure key value storage server, a critical overhead is the enclave mode switch cost, as the network communication must
be done with system calls. A recent study, HotCalls [47], proposed a new SGX interface to reduce the overhead between
enclave and non-enclave communication. HotCalls uses a
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Figure 18. Networked evaluation with 1 and 4 threads
shared memory region to communicate with the trusted enclave code and eliminates the EEXIT instruction with its own
security support. In the networked evaluation, we applied
HotCalls to our design to reduce the overhead of network
communication. Note that HotCalls is applied to the baseline too for fair comparison. The performance overheads of
en/decryption of requests and responses between the client
and server are included in the result.
Figure 18 shows the average throughput of ShieldStore
for all the workload configurations with the networked
client-server runs with one and four threads. The results also
include the evaluation of memcached. First, the first two bars
and the last two bars (memcached and baseline with/without
security) compare the performance of the baseline key-value
store implementation against memcached. The comparison
shows that our baseline design almost matches the performance of memcached with and without SGX.
The two bars in the middle shows the performance of
ShieldStore and ShieldStore with HotCalls. For the single
thread evaluation, ShieldStore with HotCalls performs 4.9,
6.4 and 6.2 times better than Baseline with HotCalls in the
networked runs, for the small, medium, and large data sets
respectively. For the four-threads evaluation, ShieldStore
with HotCalls performs 9.2, 10.7, and 10.6 times better than
Baseline with HotCalls.
Comparing to insecure runs, ShieldStore still has a performance gap over Insecure Baseline due to the fact
that ShieldStore requires mechanisms for protecting data
and copying data back and forth from an enclave. ShieldStore with HotCalls performs 3.0 and 3.9 times slower than
Insecure Baseline on average with 1 thread and 4 threads
respectively. However, the secure Baseline is 17.7 and 39.8
times slower than Insecure Baseline with 1 thread and 4
threads respectively.
To support secure communication between the client and
server, requests and responses are all encrypted. In addition
to the encrypted network evaluation, we additionally evaluated ShieldStore without network security. The performance impact of such encryption is not high, with only up to
7% and 5% in ShieldStore with HotCalls in the single-thread
and four-threads evaluations respectively. In Baseline, the
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Figure 19. Performance of ShieldStore with persistent
support
performance overhead of en/decryption for network traffic is up to 9% and 27% with single-thread and four-threads
evaluations respectively.
6.5

Persistency Evaluation

As discussed in Section 4.4, ShieldStore supports persistence via periodic snapshots. Figure 19 shows the performance of ShieldStore with persistency support. We evaluate performance in the networked environment with a subset
of the workloads which have different ratios of reads and
writes in the zipfian distribution. In the figure, the naive
persistency bar shows the performance when the execution
is blocked during snapshot generation.
With naive persistency support, the performance degrades
with increasing data set size, since storing all the key-value
entries incurs long stall times. It degrades the performance
up to 25% with the large data set. However, the optimized version of persistence support reduces the performance degradation significantly since it parallelizes the processing of
incoming requests and storing key-value entries. In particular, the optimized version with 100% read requests has a
performance to that with no persistency support. With only
read requests, since ShieldStore with optimized persistency
does not write entries while writing a snapshot, it does not
need to update the original hash table and keep the temporal hash table. With optimized persistency support, ShieldStore only degrades 2.1%, 2.6% and 6.5% of performance on
average with small, medium, and large data set size.

7

Limitations

Vulnerability of SGX: Recently, several vulnerabilities of
SGX have been announced such as Foreshadow attacks [10]
and variants of Spectre attacks [12, 33]. These attacks extract secrets through speculative execution even if the data is
stored in EPC. Protecting side-channel attacks is out of scope
of this paper, but the current patch-based solution can potentially reduce the performance of any SGX applications. We
expect that future hardware fixes will remedy the problem
in a more efficient way.

ShieldStore: Shielded In-memory Key-value Storage with SGX
Limitation of hash-based key-value store with serverside encryption: The hash-based index structure of ShieldStore does not support range query operations. For such
range query operations, alternative designs using a balanced
tree or skiplist can be adopted. However, incorporating the
new index structure in ShieldStore requires substantial
changes to the overall system such as the re-designing of
integrity verification meta-data structure. Due to the lack
of range query support, ShieldStore evaluated only the
server-side update command (append). Modifying the index
structure of ShieldStore for range operations is part of our
future work.
Weak persistency support: ShieldStore supports persistency with periodic snapshots with the hardware monotonic
counter as a defense for rollback attacks. However, ShieldStore loses any changes after the last snapshot, if a crash
occurs. The alternative fine-grained design is to store a log entry for each operation. However, using the current hardware
monotonic counters for such frequent sealing has performance issues as discussed in Section 4.4. To mitigate the problem, ShieldStore can be integrated with approaches which
mitigate the limitation of the monotonic counters [8, 31].
Untrusted meta-data: ShieldStore stores the meta-data
and pointers of a key-value table in untrusted memory. Although untrusted pointers may permit corruption and thus
compromise the availability of ShieldStore, the integrity
and confidentiality of the data can be protected. However,
if an attacker changes a hash chain pointer to an enclave
address, ShieldStore may overwrite critical data in the enclave region when writing new entries or data fields. To
prevent this problem, before dereferencing pointers, ShieldStore must check whether the value of an untrusted pointer
are outside the enclave’s virtual address range. Since the virtual address range is contiguous, the checking mechanism is
simple and would add minimum overhead to ShieldStore.
For its custom heap allocator, ShieldStore assumes the
existence of a heap implementation that strictly partitions
metadata (object sizes, free lists, etc.) from data (allocated
objects), and permits keeping all metadata securely in enclave memory. Our current prototype uses a traditional heap
implementation, and thus remains vulnerable to corruption
of heap metadata in untrusted memory.

8

Related Work

Trusted execution based on SGX: With the introduction of Intel SGX [22, 32], hardware-based trusted execution environments have become available for general commercial applications. Haven [7], Graphene-SGX [11], and
PANOPLY [42] used isolated execution to run unmodified
applications in the enclave by adding a library OS in the
enclave. As SGX does not allow any system calls inside the
enclave, the library OS serves the system call APIs from
unmodified application with its own memory management
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and file system. VC3 [38] and M2R [16] employs SGX on
MapReduce computation to preserve integrity and confidentiality of distributed codes and data. Opaque employs SGX
on distributed data analytics platform with obliviousness
support [50]. Scone applies SGX support to secure linux
containers [5]. It provides a secure container layer running
in the enclave, protecting user applications from malicious
privileged execution. Ryoan addresses a different aspect of
remote cloud execution [21]. It uses SGX to protect the application, but in addition, by adding a sandbox layer on the
enclave execution, it also protects user data processed by the
untrusted 3rd party application in the enclave.
Alleviate the limitation of SGX: Several systems attempted to alleviate the limitation of SGX such as the limited
trusted memory and the cost of crossing enclave boundary
including HotCalls [47] and Eleos [35]. SGXBOUND reduces
the memory-safe application’s memory usage to fit in the
enclave memory limitation [29]. SecureKeeper proposed a
secure ZooKeeper with SGX storing the coordination data in
untrusted region [9]. ShieldBox proposed a high performance
secure middlebox for network functions with copying only
the security sensitive packets into the enclave, while leaving
other packets in untrusted memory [46]. HardIDX [17] proposed a secure B-Tree based index constructed in untrusted
region to mitigate the memory limitation of enclave like
ShieldStore.
Secure Database: EnclaveDB [37] and Pesos [28] proposed
a secure database and object storage using SGX. However,
EnclaveDB assumes that SGX supports large enclaves whose
size is an order of several hundred GBs, and Pesos restricts
the size of data structure to the size of EPC. Unlike the these
systems, ShieldStore proposes a secure key-value store
alleviating the memory limitation of Intel SGX.
A recent study conducted in parallel to ShieldStore proposed a secure key-value store for persistent storage [6]. The
proposed key-value system, SPEICHER, hardens the LogStructured Merge tree with trusted execution support from
SGX, securing key-value data and provides rollback protection on untrusted storage. Compared to SPEICHER, which
is primarily designed for the persist storage, ShieldStore
is focused on a fast in-memory key-value store backed by
coarse-grained periodic snapshots on persistent storage.
Hardware-based trusted execution: There have been extensive studies to improve the efficiency and security of
hardware-based trusted execution. AEGIS proposed memory
protection techniques with the counter-mode encryption
and Merkle tree to provide both confidentiality and integrity
for secure processors [43]. Recent studies investigate how
to protect guest virtual machines. H-SVM proposed a low
cost isolation mechanism across VMs protected from the
malicious hypervisor [27]. Xia et al. proposed VM isolation
resilient to physical attacks [48].
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Conclusion

Although the trusted execution of SGX can improve the
security of cloud-based data storage significantly, the limitation of securing memory severely restricts the performance of the naive adoption of SGX for a key-value store.
This paper proposed a hash-based key-value store designed
for SGX, with fine-grained data encryption and integrity
protection. Our prototype shows that even with a very
limited memory capacity in EPC, a large scale data store
can be protected by placing encrypted data entries in untrusted memory. The evaluation on a real system shows
8–11 times improvements for 1 thread, and 24–30 times improvements for 4 threads, compared to the baseline. Using
SGX, this study proves the feasibility of cloud-based keyvalue store resilient to privileged accesses from operating
systems and hardware attacks. The source code is available
at https://github.com/cocoppang/ShieldStore.
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